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The Flash Vol 4 Rebirth
Flash Vol. 4: Running ScaredDC Comics
In these stories from THE FLASH #52-57, Barry Allen
races to the House of Heroes at the center of the
Multiverse to meet with the Flashes of 52 worlds for info
on the new forces heÕs recently encountered.
Meanwhile, in Central City, TricksterÕs turning informant
against Warden Wolfe, but that brings about a sneak
attack that Barry and the time-lost Commander Cold
must team up to stopÑif they can quit butting heads long
enough to do so.
The aftermath of “THE BUTTON” has left Barry
Allen—the Fastest Man Alive, known as the Flash—at a
crossroads. Can he continue lying to the woman he
loves about his secret identity? Can he mend his broken
relationship with Kid Flash? Green Lantern Hal Jordan
offers some advice, but Flash doesn’t have much time
to make a decision, courtesy of the return of his greatest
enemy, the time-traveling Reverse-Flash! Eobard
Thawne has taken Iris West to the 25th century to reveal
Barry Allen’s most closely guarded secrets to
her…before killing Iris and the Flash! Following them to
the future, Flash finally learns why his arch-foe from the
future hates him so much, but even that knowledge may
not be enough to give him a fighting chance against a
villain who knows all his possible futures. Following the
events of “THE BUTTON,” the future unfolds as never
before in THE FLASH VOL. 4: RUNNING SCARED, the
epic adventure from writer Joshua Williamson and artists
Carmine Di Giandomenico and Howard Porter. Collects
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THE FLASH #23-27!
Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new
line of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth!
His name is Barry Allen, and he’s the Fastest Man Alive.
But he’s also so much more. As he learns more about
the Speed Force that fuels his incredible powers, the
Flash is also discovering secrets about his past beyond
anything he’d ever dreamed-how he created a
Flashpoint that changed history and helped create a new
world, watched over by forces unknown. And when the
same Speed Force that flows through him is unleashed
all over Central City, striking cops, criminals and ordinary
civilians alike, it’s up to the Flash to train this new wave
of speedsters to use their amazing abilities wisely. But
while some may become his partners in crime-fightingforming a true “Speed Force”-others will use their
godlike powers for a more sinister purpose. And the
Flash is about to learn that there’s some evil even he
can’t outrun… The race is on as writer Joshua
Williamson (DEATHSTROKE) and artist Carmine di
Giandomenico (All New X-Factor) present THE FLASH
VOL. 1: LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE-the starting line
of a bold new era for the Scarlet Speedster, bursting
from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event!
Collects THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE FLASH
#1-8.
Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals,
Central City Police scientist Barry Allen was transformed
into the fastest man alive.- Tapping into the energy field
called The Speed Force, he applies a tenacious sense of
justice to protect an serve the world as The Flash! The
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Flash's Rogue's Gallery are back--but they are more
powerful than ever and they're each looking to take down
the Fastest Man Alive! Who is behind their sudden
organization and why are they also after their former
leader, Captain Cold? The Flash must think fast if he can
outrun and survive their attack! Collects issues #9-12,
#0, and Annual #1
When Barry Allen returns from the Speed Force as the
Flash, his reunion is met with mixed emotions, and his
personal energy field becomes tainted with a black aura
that is slowly destroying him.
The Fastest Man Alive is now supercharged with new
abilities after being exposed to the Negative Speed
Force, and until he can get his powers under control,
heÕs a danger to Central City and himself. But before he
can begin repairing the damage, he has to stop Shrapnel
as well as a gruesome new villain, Bloodwork. And itÕs
all BarryÕs fault! In the fallout, Barry is reassigned to
work at Iron Heights prison, where he arrives just in time
to find a Rogue dead. As Barry investigates the crime,
Godspeed joins the FlashÕs cadre of enemies and leads
the Fastest Man Alive and Captain Cold into a deadly
rematch. But when the clues begin to reveal an even
greater conspiracy at work, the Flash soon discovers
Iron HeightsÕ deadliest secretÉ Writer Joshua
Williamson (Justice League vs. Suicide Squad)
continues his smash-hit run on the Fastest Man Alive,
joined by artists Carmine Di Giandomenico, Neil Googe,
Christian Duce, Gus Vazquez, Pop Mhan, Howard Porter
and Scott Kolins. Collects The Flash #28-38, Annual #1
and the Flash story from DC Universe Holiday Special
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#1.
Forming a Legion of Zoom-including Captain Cold, the
Turtle, Gorilla Grodd, and the Trickster-the ReverseFlash sets out to not only beat Barry Allen, but also
assume his life! Can the Fastest Man Alive keep up with
the attacks around Central City, when everyone and
everything he loves is in danger? With his greatest
enemy calling on Barry’s children from the future, the
Tornado Twins, the Flash Family steps up to help the
hero as he faces his biggest battle ever. Collects issues
#756-762.
While many American superheroes have multiple powers
and complex gadgets, the Flash is simply fast. This
simplicity makes his character easily comprehendible for
all audiences, whether they are avid comic fans or
newcomers to the genre, and in turn he has become one
of the most iconic figures in the comic-book industry.
This collection of new essays serves as a stepping-stone
to an even greater understanding of the Flash,
examining various iterations of his character—including
those of Jay Garrick, Barry Allen, Wally West and Bart
Allen—and what they reveal about the era in which they
were written.
It all begins here. Do not skip to the last page. Do not let a
friend or message board ruin this comic for you. The future
(and past) of the DC Universe starts here. Don't say we didn't
warn you! THEY SAID IT: 'Rebirth is about focusing in on the
core of the character and their respective universe,' says
writer and DC Entertainment Chief Creative Officer Geoff
Johns. 'It brings back what has been lost: the legacy of the
characters, the love and the hope of the DCU!'
Iron Heights is the toughest penitentiary in Central CityÑtough
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enough to hold rogues like Captain Cold and Mirror Master.
But lately itÕs been a prison of sorts for Barry Allen as well,
ever since Barry was pulled off his job as a CSI and sent to
the facility to work in crime scene preservation. From his new
post, the Fastest Man Alive witnesses for the first time what
life is like for criminals after their arrest. And thanks to Iron
HeightsÕ tough-as-nails Warden Wolfe, it isnÕt pretty. But
now life in prison has turned into a death sentence for one
inmate, and since BarryÕs no longer working at the crime lab,
he isnÕt able to help the murder investigation. As the Flash,
however, heÕs determined to get to the bottom of the
mystery, even if it runs him headlong into a trap. A new player
has been giving Copperhead, Central CityÕs leading crime
lord, a run for her money, and whoever it is has ties to the
prison...and the murder. Can the Flash solve the mystery and
take down a rising crime boss, or is there really no escaping
Iron Heights? Writer Joshua Williamson (Justice League vs.
Suicide Squad), along with artists Pop Mhan (Injustice:
Ground Zero), Christian Duce (Detective Comics) and more
trap the Fastest Man Alive behind bars with his deadliest
enemies in The Flash Vol. 6: Cold Day in Hell. Collects
stories from The Flash #34-38 and Annual #1.
A magical mixture of rules options for the world's greatest
roleplaying game. The wizard Tasha, whose great works
include the spell Tasha's hideous laughter, has gathered bits
and bobs of precious lore during her illustrious career as an
adventurer. Her enemies wouldn't want these treasured
secrets scattered across the multiverse, so in defiance, she
has collected and codified these tidbits for the enrichment of
all. EXPANDED SUBCLASSES. Try out subclass options for
every Dungeons & Dragons class, including the artificer,
which appears in the book. MORE CHARACTER OPTIONS.
Tasha's Cauldron of Everything introduces a host of class
features and feats, plus straightforward rules for modifying a
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character's racial traits and customizing their origin.
INTRODUCING GROUP PATRONS. Whether you're part of
the same criminal syndicate or working for an ancient dragon,
each group patron option comes with its own perks and types
of assignments. SPELLS, ARTIFACTS & MAGIC TATTOOS.
Discover more spells, as well as magic tattoos, artifacts, and
other magic items for your campaign. EXPANDED RULES
OPTIONS. Try out rules for sidekicks, supernatural
environments, natural hazards, and parleying with monsters,
and gain guidance on running a session zero. A PLETHORA
OF PUZZLES. Ready to be dropped into any D&D adventure,
puzzles of varied difficulty await your adventurers, complete
with traps and guidance on using the puzzles in a campaign.
Full of expanded content for players and Dungeon Masters
alike, this book is a great addition to the Player's Handbook.
Baked in you'll find more rule options for all the character
classes in the Player's Handbook, including more subclass
options. Thrown in for good measure is the artificer class, a
master of magical invention. And this witch's brew wouldn't be
complete without a dash of added artifacts, spellbook options,
spells for both player characters and monsters, magical
tattoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies.
The Justice League are dead. Manhattan is destroyed. And,
somehow, itÕs all FlashÕs fault. A mysterious attacker with a
mega-powerful weapon keeps targeting the Flash and those
around him, blaming Flash for his familyÕs death. Every time
Flash comes into contact with the weaponÕs energy, he finds
himself flung further back in time. The Flash is joined by
Justice League member BatmanÑnow can they solve the
mystery and save the city before time catches up to their
destruction once more? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (THE
AUTHORITY) is joined by guest creators including Shea
Fontana (DC SUPER HERO GIRLS), Dan Abnett
(AQUAMAN), Ian Churchill (TEEN TITANS), Tom DeFalco
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(SUPERMAN), Philip Briones (NEW SUICIDE SQAUD) and
Tom Derenick (INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US) as the
worldÕs greatest detectives face challenges they canÕt
overcome with might alone! Collects issues #20-25.
The creative team of Joshua Williamson and artists Carmine
Di Giandomenico and Neil Googe proudly present THE
FLASH: THE REBIRTH COLLECTIONÑDELUXE EDITION
BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC
Universe Rebirth event, this hardcover collects the first two
paperback volumes of the acclaimed series together in one
volume for the first time! The Speed Force that fuels the
incredible powers he uses as the Flash has been unleashed
upon the unsuspecting citizens of Central City, creating an
entire army of speedsters. Even if the Flash trains a new
team of metahuman crime-fightersÑa true Òspeed
forceÓÑwill it be enough to combat criminals who have the
same godlike powers? Plus, when Kid Flash decides to prove
his abilities to Barry by investigating reports of a strange
creature made of shadows in downtown Central City, he finds
himself in a whole world of trouble...literally! Suddenly, Flash,
Kid Flash and Iris West all become trapped in the
Shadowlands of FlashÕs old nemesis turned ally the
ShadeÑonly the Shade is no longer in control of his own
shadows. Includes THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE
FLASH #1-13!
Deathstroke is a changed man. The worldÕs deadliest
assassin has seen the light, and now he can no longer bring
himself to take lives. So whatÕs an unrivaled mercenary to do
when he can no longer kill? Start a superhero team, of
course. Slade has recruited a group of young heroes into
Project Defiance, including Kid Flash, Power Girl, Terra and
his children, Rose and Jericho. Deathstroke claims his goal is
to shape them into the heroes theyÕre meant to be. But no
one on the team trusts the others...and they trust Deathstroke
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least of all. Can a lifelong assassin really leave his past
behind and become a hero? Why has Slade really agreed to
train Defiance? And when his enemies rise against him and
kidnap Deathstroke...has he trained his team well enough to
tangle with the most dangerous super-villains in the world? In
one of the most acclaimed series of the year, writer
Christopher Priest (Justice League) and artists Diogenes
Neves (Green Arrow) and Jason Paz (Batman and Robin
Eternal) take Deathstroke in a surprising new direction.
Collects Deathstroke #21-25 and a Deathstroke story from
DC Universe Holiday Special #1.
"Meet Paradox, a new time-traveling villain with a tragic
backstory who poses a big threat--and carries a big grudge
against the Flash. He's determined to destroy the Flash
legacy at all costs, and he's powerful enough to do it. With the
Flash about to be erased from time and space, only one ally
can help him defeat this seemingly insurmountable foe:
Eobard Thawne, the Reverse-Flash?"-Wielding a power ring - a device that allows a worthy wearer
to turn thought into reality - Hal Jordan was one of the
greatest heroes in the universe, a member of an intergalactic
police force, until tragedy turned him into one of its greatest
villains. Today his soul searches for redemption.
The Rebirth of the Justice League continues as Superman,
Wonder Woman, Batman, the Flash and the newest Green
Lanterns go toe-to-toe with such challengers as Maxwell
Lord, the Suicide Squad, hostile alien hives, zombie armies
andÑmost dangerous of allÑbeings with the power to
manipulate time itself! Whether they are repeating the same
moments again and again or are flung to far reaches of
history, can even the mighty powers of the Justice League
conquer time? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (The Authority) and
artist Fernando Pasarin (Green Lantern Corps) take the
WorldÕs Greatest Heroes past the fourth dimension in this
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deluxe edition, featuring guest stories from Shea Fontana,
Dan Abnett, Tom Derenick, Ian Churchill and more. Collects
Justice League #12-25.

In 1990, Mark Waid wrote his first Flash story. Under
his keen pen, Wally West, who had already been
running in the footsteps of the Flashes who came
before him, matured into a Flash in his own right.
Waid brought a depth of character to The Flash that
changed him for good. As a child, Wally visits his
Aunt Iris and her distinctly boring fiancŽ, the
perpetually tardy Barry Allen. Things get interesting
for Wally, first when he discovers that Barry and The
Flash work together, and then when an accident in
BarryÕs lab gives him powers just like his heroÕs!
Young Wally is quickly in danger-not only from The
FlashÕs enemies, but from the side effects of his
new powers! This first book in THE FLASH BY
MARK WAID series collects THE FLASH #62-68,
THE FLASH ANNUAL #4-5, THE FLASH SPECIAL
#1 and THE FLASH TV SPECIAL #1.
An era of Hawkman reaches its fateful climax! To
save himself, Hawkman must confront his darkest
moments-but will it be enough to save himself and
Hawkwoman from their first and greatest enemy?
Thanks to the sinister manipulation of the Batman
Who Laughs, Hawkman has become the villainous
Sky Tyrant-and will have to revisit his past life as a
plague doctor in the 17th century to fight off Sky
Tyrant’s control over his body for good! Then,
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Hawkman and Hawkwoman reunite, but the romantic
moment is interrupted when they’re sucked into the
realm of the Lord Beyond the Void! Hawkman is
forced to confront the misery he wrought in his first
life as Ktar Deathbringer-who seeks to end the
winged hero’s resurrections permanently! Can
Hawkman and Hawkwoman survive, and save the
universe in the process? Collects Hawkman #20-29.
THE SCARLET SPEEDSTER'S ORIGIN STARTS
HERE! Barry Allen is stuck in place. As a forensic
scientist for the Central City police, it's his job to
catch criminals after they've committed their crimes.
It's like he's lost the race before he even leaves the
starting line. Then one night lightning strikes--and
everything changes. Electrocuted and doused in
chemicals, Barry emerges from a coma with the
force of incredible speed humming in his very atoms.
He's faster than bullets, faster than sound, faster
than anyone can imagine. And he'd better be.
Because even as Barry learns how to harness his
incredible new powers, a new breed of criminal is
stalking Central City. Some can slow him to a
standstill. Others can freeze him in place. Still others
run so hot and so fast he can't see them coming.
The race is on for one of the DC Universe's most
iconic superheroes to become the legend he is
destined to be. Collects The Flash #70-75
In 1990 Mark WaidÕs writing career began when he
scripted his first issue of The Flash. Waid continued
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to work on Wally West for nearly a decade, building
a world that would keep the character running for
years after WaidÕs departure to other titles. Under
WaidÕs keen pen, Wally West gained a new depth
of character that changed The Flash for good. In this
next graphic novel, Wally West gets a glimpse of the
future after traveling through the time stream and
doesnÕt like what he sees. Fearing for the one he
loves and unable to approach maximum velocity
without transforming into pure energy, Wally seeks a
successor to the Flash mantle. Wally, Max Mercury,
Johnny Quick and Jesse Quick take it upon
themselves to train Impulse. But will the help of his
friends be enough to prevent his horrible vision of
the future from coming to fruition? Or will Wally have
to make the ultimate sacrifice to change his destiny?
This fourth volume of The Flash by Mark Waid
collects The Flash #0, The Flash #95-105 and The
Flash Annual #8.
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel & Joe
Shuster"--Title page.
“PERFECT STORM” part two! Gorilla Grodd is after
Central City’s Speed Force, and The Flash is on the
run! But the one thing Barry Allen can’t outrun is the
truth…and his nemesis knows a terrible secret about
the Fastest Man Alive.
As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics--The New 52
event, this second volume of Teen Titans launches
the mini-event "The Culling" featuring Superboy and
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Legion Lost! When the organization known as
N.O.W.H.E.R.E. captures Superboy, the Teen
Titans, and Legion Lost and pits the young heroes
against each other to weed out the weak, it will take
everything the most famous teen heroes of the DC
Universe have to save themselves from eachother.
But the ruthless Harvest won't give up easily leading
to one of the young heroes making the ultimate
sacrifice for the others. Collects Teen Titans #8-12, 0
and DC Comics Presents #12.
Amanda Waller, director of Task Force X, has handpicked the members of her Suicide Squad to handle
any dirty job she throws their way. This time,
however, what she wants belongs to one of
Superman’s deadliest antagonists—and getting it is
more important than ever. With a sprawling
international conspiracy threatening to destroy
everything she has built, the Wall must go toe-to-toe
with none other than Lex Luthor to secure the key to
controlling the living weapon of mass destruction
known as General Zod. But no matter what power
Waller may hold over him, Zod kneels to no one, and
it’s not long before he and the rest of Task Force X
are at each other’s throats. Will Waller’s plan to
make this Kryptonian war criminal a full-fledged
member of the Suicide Squad live up to its enormous
potential? Or will it actually doom the entire planet to
devastation and alien enslavement? The answer
may surprise you! Superstar artist Tony S. Daniel
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(BATMAN: R.I.P.) joins acclaimed writer Rob
Williams and guest artists Neil Edwards and Stjepan
Sejic for SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 4: EARTHLINGS
ON FIRE—an all-out action spectacular featuring an
entire platoon of Superman’s greatest enemies!
Collects SUICIDE SQUAD #16-20.
In this tale from the early days of Barry Allen's heroic
career, can he master his new super-speed powers
and be the hero his city needs...or will the powers
burn his lift out? His struggles lead him into the far
future, where a version of the Flash he will someday
become shows him the true path of the hero-and
helps him prepare for the emergence of the gang of
villains known as the Rogues. Collects The Flash
#76-81.
Praise for The Flash: ÒJoshua WilliamsonÕs writing is
on-point.Ó -Nerdist ÒWriter Joshua Williamson makes
The Flash as accessible as possible to new readers.Ó
-Comic Book Resources Gorilla Grodd is dying from a
disease that only the Speed Force can cure. Allied with
Black Hole, Multiplex, Negative Flash and Raijin, Master
of Lightning, Grodd comes to Central City to drain the
energy from all of the speedsters! In the back of BarryÕs
mind, Grodd is gnawing at his memories and scratching
at scars, inflicting psychic wounds that may have lasting
effects. All the Fastest Man Alive can think about is
saving the city and freeing Iris West, who is finally
beginning to trust Barry again. When Barry loses his
speed, it falls to both Wally Wests and the Flash of China
to tackle Grodd and free the cityÕs citizenry. When that
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proves futile, Barry is willing to cross lines he has never
crossed before to regain his speed, and turns to
Godspeed for help. This pivotal chapter in the speed
saga will leave all of the speedsters fundamentally
changed, and relationships will never be the same again.
Can they survive the fallout from GroddÕs desperate
gambit? Writer Joshua Williamson (Justice League vs.
Suicide Squad) continues his smash-hit run on The
Flash with art by Carmine Di Giandomenico, Carlos
DÕanda, Dan Panosian and Christian Duce. Collects
The Flash #39-45.
Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals,
Central City Police scientist Barry Allen was transformed
into the fastest man alive. Tapping into the energy field
called the Speed Force, he applies a tenacious sense of
justice to protect and serve the world as the Flash! The
Fastest Man Alive returns in the New 52 with writer/artist
team Francis Manapul and Brian Buccellato. The Flash
knows he can't be everywhere at once, but he has
seemingly met his match when he faces DC Comic's
hottest new super-villain, Mob Rule, who really can be
everywhere at once! As Mob Rule wages a campaign of
crime across Central City, including an electromagnetic
blast that plunges the city into darkness, the Flash learns
that the only way he can capture Mob Rule and save
Central City is to learn how to make his brain function
even faster than before--but as much as his new moves
help him, they also comes with a steep price. This
volume collects issues 1-8.
A part of DC Rebirth! A new storm brews over Central
City and disproves the old adage about lightning never,
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well...you know. Just as Barry begins to feel
overwhelmed fighting crime, a new speedster
debuts--but just where did this amazing new friend come
from? Spinning directly out of the epic events of DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, the Fastest Man Alive finds
himself at the center of a DC Universe at a crossroads.
From up-and-coming writer Joshua Williamson
(Illuminati, Red Skull) and illustrator Carmine Di
Giandomenico comes THE FLASH VOL. 2! Collects
issues #9-13. Rebirth honors the richest history in
comics, while continuing to look towards the future.
These are the most innovative and modern stories
featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some
of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the
past, protecting our present, and looking towards the
future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the
DC Universe. The legacy continues.
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by
special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."
"Originally published in single magazine form as The
Flash annual, The Flash 263-29."
Wally West has a secret identity. The world remains
unaware that he is the Flash. Now he must choose which
friends and allies to share his secret with. As he
reconnects with the superhero community, the Flash is
attacked by Gorilla Grodd. Angrier and more savage
than ever, Grodd proves tougher than expectedÑthough
Nightwing is close by to lend support to the Flash and
may just be enough of a match to defeat Grodd.
Elsewhere, the Rogues learn secrets of their own and
gather together to achieve their goals. With an alliance
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that includes some of the most dangerous super-villains
in existence, the Rogues continue to amass wealth and
power while unifying to eliminate the Fastest Man Alive,
the Flash. This fourth volume in THE FLASH BY GEOFF
JOHNS series collects THE FLASH #201-213, featuring
art by comics veterans Alberto Dose, Howard Porter and
John Livesay.
ItÕs the long-awaited throw-down with the most colorful
Rogues Gallery in comics, from the acclaimed creative
team of Joshua Williamson and Carmine Di
Giandomenico, in THE FLASH VOL. 3: ROGUES
RELOADED! Captain Cold. Mirror Master. Golden
Glider. Weather Wizard. Heat Wave. TheyÕre five of
Central CityÕs most wanted. TheyÕre the FlashÕs
greatest enemies. TheyÕre the RoguesÉand theyÕve
gone quiet. Too quiet. The moment the Flash starts
investigating their disappearance, their plan clicks into
place. ItÕs a deadly cat-and-mouse game that will have
the Fastest Man Alive on the run across the globeÑand
close to home. Is the Scarlet Speedster fast enough to
stop five diabolical crimes? Even if he is, can he and
Wally WestÑKid FlashÑsurvive the secrets they uncover
about WallyÕs father, the Reverse-Flash, and the last
man to see him aliveÉRogue veteran turned Suicide
Squad recruit Captain Boomerang? Collects THE FLASH
#14-20.
Barry Allen and Iris West take a vacation, but their
relaxation is cut short when their cruise ship is attacked
by King Shark! Can the Fastest Man Alive save a sinking
ship when there's no land in sight - or will he be fish
food? This and more in stories featuring the Flash taking
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on his greatest rogues, including Captain Cold, Mirror
Master, Heat Wave, Captain Boomerang, and Weather
Wizard! Collects stories from The Flash Giant #1-7 (first
wave) and The Flash Giant #1-5 (second wave).
Following the tragic events in the Infinite Frontier special,
Batman and his new ally Ghost-Maker must reckon with
a new gang operating in Gotham City. The bestselling
creative team behind last year's epic "The Joker War"
returns for a thrill-packed, dangerous story line as "The
Cowardly Lot" begins. Is the new gang in Gotham
connected to the resurgence of the Scarecrow?
Meanwhile, Mayor Nakano has a meeting with shadowy
billionaire Simon Saint, who has come to Gotham to
pitch the concept of an advanced law enforcement
project know as...the Magistrate! It's always darkest
before the dawn, especially in Gotham City! Collects
Batman #106-111 and Infinite Frontier #1

"Now that Cheetah has gained control of
Themyscira, Wonder Woman must return home for a
final showdown. Does she stand a chance against
this scholar-turned-monster whose sole purpose was
to enter this mythical realm?"-The Speed Force is dead, doom has gripped the
Earth, and the Flash lives in a nightmare! Powered
up by Lex Luthor’s offer, Captain Cold led his team
to their ultimate victory over Central City. The
Rogues have reshaped reality itself into their own
kingdoms of cruelty-Heat Wave’s volcanic territory,
Weather Wizard’s floating armory of the elements,
and at the center of it all, the icy castle of Captain
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Cold. But there is hope in the darkness, as the Flash
battles his way back from the brink and discovers a
way to reverse the Rogues’ reign once and for all.
But with his powers out of control, can he outrun the
inevitable? Collects The Flash #82-87.
Following "Flash War", Barry Allen remains the
Flash, but he's no longer the Fastest Man Alive! With
Hunter Zolomon on the run, and new forces such as
the Strength, Sage and Still Forces unleashed on the
Multiverse, Barry must leave Central City behind and
travel the world to learn the secret history of the
Speed Force. The next action-packed installment of
The Flash from author Joshua Williamson (Justice
League vs. Suicide Squad) is here in The Flash Vol.
10! Collects The Flash #58-63 and #66-69
The fourth collection featuring Superman tales from
the 1980s, featuring SUPERMAN #7-8,
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #430-431, ACTION
COMICS #590, 591, and LEGION OF SUPERHEROES #37-38! Superman encounters Rampage
for the first time, has a rematch with Mammoth,
contends with a mysterious Superboy, and more!
The Fastest Man Alive continues his monumental
run in DC Universe Rebirth! Barry Allen must get his
powers under control and battle terrifying new
villains before they both kill him. Dark clouds gather
around Barry and his new family when the citizens of
Central City meet Negative-Flash. The Flash sets
out to save everyone he has ever loved from
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Negative-Flash, but there's just one problem: he is
Negative-Flash! Barry Allen experiences the most
brutal fight of his life when he faces off against
Bloodwork, a gruesome new villain. Making things
worse is that this unstoppable threat is all Barry's
fault! Witness the penultimate act of the NegativeFlash story and the beginning of an unforgettable
new chapter in Barry Allen's life. Collects THE
FLASH #28-32
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